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My Comrades of the Army of the Potomac ;AND TO MY Comrades of our other A rmies, in
the West ;T othe survivors of the Army of Northern Virginia, whom in idle hours we loved,
and in busy hours we fought; To the Memory of Lincoln, whose Great Heart was so borne
upon; And of Mc Clellan, who felt the same weight; And of Thomas Jefferson, whose brave
words, When two parties make a compact, there results to each a POWER OF COMPELLING
THE OTHER TO EXE- CUTE IT, LED HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF HEROES TO
BATTLE AND VICTORY; To MILITARY STUDENTS, AND Teachers of the Art of War,
here and ABROAD; To the CALM JUDGMENT OF THE AMERI- CAN People; And to
Vindication of the Truth of History, This Volume is inscribed.(Typographical errors above are
due to OCR software and dont occur in the book.)About the Publisher Forgotten Books is a
publisher of historical writings, such as: Philosophy, Classics, Science, Religion, History,
Folklore and Mythology.Forgotten Books Classic Reprint Series utilizes the latest technology
to regenerate facsimiles of historically important writings. Careful attention has been made to
accurately preserve the original format of each page whilst digitally enhancing the aged text.
Read books online for free at www.forgottenbooks.org
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severe training Full text of Antietam National Battlefield and National Cemetery: An
Antietam and the Maryland and Virginia campaigns of 1862 from the government
records--Union and Confederate--mostly unknown and which have now first disclosed have
now first disclosed the truth approved by the War department 1912 Reprinted in 2016 with the
help of original edition published long back[1912]. Romance at Old Cantonment
Leavenworth - Kansas Historical Society Yet the incomplete surviving records of that first
winter bring to light some of his official activities. I have the honor to enclose you for the
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Maryland and West Virginia, were The Graduate School College of the Liberal Arts The
Confederate States Government: Provisional Organization Reorganization: Confed- erate
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